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Summary: 

This deliverable report about the “StartUps library” a virtual tool to develop business ideas and innovation 
by the use of innovative learning approaches and idea concepts implementation (FORTH) and to support 
Start Ups in the food-related sectors. It will be a virtual environment with templates, modules, materials, 
case studies, managerial models and tools.  

The Library is intended also to help also the Knowledge Clusters (WP2) for the on-site weekly sessions 
that will offer start-ups the opportunity of regularly check their progresses. 
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 Work Package 4 : the Reversed Incubator Approach 

This work package and its task are aimed to: 

(1) Improve industry-oriented professional skills of students, teachers and industry professionals and 

integrate science and technology skills into industry by investing in an open ecosystem to connect and 

contaminate talents, ideas and entrepreneurial initiatives to multiply the value of the entire value chain 

of the food-related sectors;  

(2) Support an industry-driven generation of innovative start-ups  

(3) Connect the resources and the ideas generated in WP1 and WP2 into an innovative platform that 

supports the entrepreneurial generativity and new models to re-think and do business;  

The ASKFOOD reversed incubator approach inverts the traditional approach to generate business as it  

designs and develops startups starting from the needs/opportunities of innovation expressed by enterprises. 

These companies provide certain financial resources, knowledge of the market and the presence of 

distribution channels, so startups can operate from the beginning within the logic of satisying the first 

customer. The “reversed” logic promotes a virtuous and sustainable system that brings the talents and 

research to the market and move them away from the vicious logic in which they would fall if they followed 

models that rely mainly on finance to drive the growth of startups. 

 
 Summary  

 

The StartUp Library is a web database of learning objects and tools intended to support a continuous 

educational and informative dialogue between talents involved in the reversed incubation initiatives and in 

the Garage Labs.  

The Library can also support the activity of the Knowledge Clusters and host materials that will be generated 

in the weekly sessions of the KCs.  

In this sense, it has been created by collecting templates, modules, materials, case studies, interesting news 

and information according to a Reflective Thinking approach and trying to capitalize the classical theories 

about learning and learning styles.  

 

Each single learning object in the Library is complemented by a quick guide presenting the potential use of 

that object/tool/material according to different “learning styles”. A  learning style  is a student's consistent  

way of  responding  to and using stimuli in  the  context  of learning.  In this context, Keefe (1979) defines 

learning styles as the "composite of characteristic cognitive, affective, and  physiological  factors  that  serve  

as  relatively  stable  indicators  of  how  a  learner  perceives, interacts  with,  and  responds  to  the  learning  

environment." while Stewart  and  Felicetti  (1992)  as those "educational conditions under which a student is 

most likely to learn." Thus, learning styles are not really concerned with "what" learners learn, but rather 

"how" they prefer to learn.  
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 Introduction – Learning styles, reflective thinking  and ASKFOOD aims 

Learning  styles  are  points  along  a  scale  that  facilitate the  discover  of the  different  forms  of  mental 

representations. However, they are not good characterizations of what people are or are not like and do not 

refer to a simple categorization of the learners in visual and auditory learners, while to their individual 

capabilities and preferences.  

The literature overall indicates  that  there  is  wide  acceptance  of  the  concept  of  learning  styles; however, 

there is disagreement on how to best measure learning styles (Coffield, et. al., 2004). While the learning 

profession has recognised the need for innovative instructional activities that relate to the diverse learning 

styles of learners, still unclear is how meaningful they are to the learning environment. In other words, most 

researchers agree that we do have various learning styles and preferences, despite the fact that the research 

tends to agree that it is relative unimportant as it is far more important to match the presentation  with  the  

nature  of  the  subject (e.g. by providing  adequate  learning methods, strategies, and context) than matching 

individual preferences (Coffield, 2004). For example, Marzano (1998) in a large meta‐study found that graphic 

and tactile representations of the subject  matter  had  noticeable  effects  on  learning  outcomes,  regardless  

of  any  attempt  to  match them with learners' modalities. David  Merrill  (2000) suggested an interesting 

approach  for  using  learning  styles and indicated that “instructional strategies should first be determined 

on the basis of the type of content to be taught or the goals of the instruction (the content‐by‐strategy 

interactions) and secondarily, learner styles and preferences are  then  used  to  adjust  or  fine‐tune  these  

fundamental  learning  strategies”.  Finally,  content‐by‐ strategy  interactions take precedence over  learning‐

style‐by‐strategy  interactions regardless of the instructional style or philosophy of the instructional situation.  

In this framework, the planned ASKFOOD Knowledge Clusters (WP2) are also aimed to help Library Users in 

exploring the use of different learning styles on the collected materials.  

In addition to this, another critical assumption of the StartUp Library is that it should support Reflective 

Thinking. Most part of Literature agrees on the concept that ‘Reflective thinking’ may appear an abstract one, 

not easy to be described and explained while in a rather broad definition it can be defined as a consciously 

thinking about and analysing: 

- what you are currently doing 

- what you have previously done 

- what you have experienced 

- what and how you have learned. 

Thus, ‘reflective thinking’ is the notion of awareness of one’s own knowledge, assumptions and past 

experiences. Individual past learning and experience provide the context for his/her thoughts, which are thus 

unique while it is a dynamic process that continues to develop and evolve as a consequence of new 

experiences, situations, events or information. This is the process each learner can interpret and evaluate 

his/her experiences, check that they make ‘sense’, create meaning, justify actions and solve problems, and 

overall help the future planning (see Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1- Reflective thinking: a note concerning use of terms (adapted from Syed, Scoular and Reaney, 2012) 

 

Reflective thinking explores different reasons for, considers the potential implications of, and is influenced 

by an individual’s attitudes or practices. It is a process that allows to make meaning of an experience, involves 

analytic and critiquing elements, and can be articulated through spoken, written or other forms of 

expression. The process starts with an “analysis” to gain a better understanding of the complex framework, 

and ‘critiquing’ involves a questioning approach to knowledge, checking assumptions. An individual who 

engages in reflective thinking will question their own assumptions and understanding, and think about issues 

from a variety of perspectives. This type of ‘higher-order’ thinking can be developed through practice, but it 

involves understanding, self-assessment and application of some key concepts to evaluate your own learning. 

For professional development and vocational learning ‘Reflective practice’ is widely considered to be also  

important. It is a process where the ‘reflective practitioner’ stops to think about their practice, consciously 

analyses their decision-making, draws on theory and evidence, and relates this to what they do in practice. 

Dewey (1910) said that reflective practice ‘enables us to direct our actions with foresight, … it enables us to 

know what we are about when we act’. Schön (1983) expanded this to include two aspects: reflection-in-

action and reflection-on-action. 

Reflection-in-action refers to the quick thinking and reactions that occur as you are engaged in an activity. 

Your reflection-in-action allows you to observe a situation, consider why it is happening, and respond by 

doing it differently. 

 Reflection-on-action is what occurs when you consider the activity again. You may think more deeply about 

the reasons, what caused the situation, what options were open to you, why you chose one option and not 

another. Your responses will depend on your existing level of knowledge and experience, your understanding 

of theories and your values. 

 

 The structure of the Library  

The library will be an organized repository, see Figure 2. 
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Fig. 1- Scheme of the ASKFOOD Start-up library concept – Part 1 

 

The interface has been designed so to create individualized consultation paths. Every registered used can 

browse the Library building his own research and reading path.  

The system will register different researches and will be able to: 

• map knowledge needs,  

• check the evolution of contents posted/uploaded/downloaded/required;  

• rank the documents. 

The library is supported by a database, collecting inputs and tagging purposes and possible learning/use 

styles for the materials. The interface will be easy to use (see Figs 3 and 4).  
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Fig. 3- Scheme of the ASKFOOD Start-up library concept – Part 2 

 

Fig. 4- Scheme of the ASKFOOD Start-up library concept – Part 3 
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The materials will be organized in a matrix according two key dimensions: type of resource and use of the 

materials (according to the five main stage of the FORTH methodology)  

When a material/document is selected, an easy-to-read fiche will allow to have the summary of the 

document and the connected documents that may be useful according to readers’ interests and his/her 

reading path (see Fig. 5).   

The structure of the start-up library will be implemented to provide readers and trainees support to apply 

the Forth Innovation Methodology (see Appendix 1) approach to their business idea. 

 

 

Fig. 5- Scheme of the ASKFOOD Start-up library concept – part 4 
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 Appendix 1. A quick snapshot of the forth innovation methodology  

The Forth Innovation Methodology is an innovation method developed by Gijs van Wulfen (2013) to provide 

a systematic way to take ideas into tested business case concepts. Using a highly visual approach the notion 

of “the Innovation Expedition”, is developed as a way to think about the path along which ideas travel, from 

discovery, to business case concept, to finally emerging as winning ideas in the marketplace. 

The Innovation Expedition provides this structured pathway for innovation, which produces far better results 

according to validation and independent research of the method. Key strengths of the process are described 

in Figure a. 

 

Fig. a - Strenghts of the Forth Method 

It provides a method that takes some time (i.e. 20 weeks) to be immersed into, made up of different 

innovation sprints using descriptive visual model of the journey in order to think to the ideas in a systematic 

way and how the process could be improved. All the process is supported by graphics and a practical and 

visual toolkit referred to pioneering journeys and the  ‘Expeditions’ concept because innovation goes 

through a significant journey. Innovation takes time, it is full of risks and there will be unexpected setbacks 

and the method provides this ‘hands-on’ voyage of innovation discovery. 

https://www.amazon.com/Innovation-Expedition-Visual-Toolkit-Start/dp/9063693133
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Fig. a - Forth Method description image ( http://www.forth-innovation.com/method/) 

The whole journey is formed around a series of workshops that take you through the five steps of that initial 

idea to ‘forming’ concepts. 

The FORTH innovation methodology  

Forth is an acronym found in the first letter of each of the 5 steps:  

Full Steam Ahead,  

Observe & Learn,  

Raise Ideas,  

Test Ideas, and  

Homecoming. 

 The FORTH innovation methodology structures the chaotic start of innovation, creates 3-5 mini new business 

cases and fosters a culture for innovation in an expedition of 20 weeks. The deliverables of this innovation 

expedition are 3-5 mini new business cases for innovative concepts, which fit the ‘in the box’ reality of your 

organization. 

The FORTH methodology is designed also to help as many organizations as possible to jumpstart their 

innovation process and that FORTH becomes a regularly used method for ideation and ‘stops’ at the point 

where 3- 5 tested concepts have been tested and are ready to enter the established innovation pipeline for 

full development and commercialisation.  

In each of the 5 step visuals are included what each step contains, its outcomes, its planning and time 

commitment and the deliverables from each of these steps.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.forth-innovation.com/method/
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6.1 Full Steam Ahead 

 

 

As first step of the ideation phase, a professional expedition requires good preparation to increases the 

chances of success, to create priorities and the willingness to succeed. This step illustrates how challenge 

management to start a real innovation project and how formulate an innovation assignment during the 

innovation focus workshop; how put together the correct ideation team with internal and external 

participants.  It lasts about five weeks and the intent is to bring everyone on board, including steering 

committee, board members, to focus on “what you need to bring back”. 

6.2 Observe & learn 

 
 

 

The second part (6 weeks, 4 workshops) of the journey or second step in creating new concepts is 

extremely important. Observe & learn is an ideation phase that  illustrates how to  explore innovation 
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opportunities, trends and technology, how to discover customer frictions among the target groups, how to  

share your findings among the ideation team in an inspiring way.  The learning begins on how to discover 

those highly relevant and valuable customer friction points that can potentially translate into value end 

products. 

6.3 Raise ideas 

 

This step (2 weeks) consists of a two-day new product brainstorming session and a concept improvement 

workshop. The brainstorming session is where the new ideas are prepared and developed into a concept. 

These concepts for new products, services or business models are further developed during the concept 

development workshop. The innovation opportunities, the discovered customer frictions, the involvement 

of outsiders and an effective creative process are all part of the third step. It is the creative step of the 

expedition.  
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6.4 Test ideas 

 

This step (3 weeks) is intended to evaluate how attractive are the new concepts and how many truly stand 

out. At the end of this phase the innovation team will select the best 3-5 new concepts to be worked out as 

a mini new business.  

6.5 Homecoming 

 

This is the final step, and the FORTH expedition returns home with three to five attractive new product or 

service concepts and enough support to fill the innovation pipeline. They will be presented to top 

management. A decision will be made which business cases to adopt in the formal product development 

process to enter the pipeline for their commercial development. 
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